Varia VX
Varia VX

The Varia VX Quick Change System utilizes three contact points to pull the Varia VX insert into position, and a release mechanism to automatically eject the insert, making single-handed operation possible. Varia VX uses a single screw solution for tightening inserts, shortening tool change times to as little as 20 seconds. This modular system allows tool preparation during machine operation, saving you time and money.

Polygon Drive
- Full Contact
- Constant Engagement
- Exceptional Torque Transfer

Simultaneous Fit
- Perfect Locating
- Short Taper
- Face Contact

Labyrinth Seal
- 360° Protection
- Keep Coolant And Chips Out
- Keeps Grease In

Spur Wheel
- Single Screw Actuation
- Tri-lobe Design
- Insert Pull Back And Release